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allegorical purpose and abstruser meaning. We begin
at last to understand Peer; perhaps, indeed, the poet
himself only now begins to attain full understanding
of all that his creation involves. Peer flees, when his
unheroic delinquencies have made things too un-
pleasant for him, flees to the mountain trolds; and
their sordid cavern is gilded by his pliant and luxurious
imagination to a lovely palace ; the trold-king's ugly,
green-clad daughter becomes in his eyes a fairy princess.
There is a deep poetic significance in these fantastic
scenes—at once repellent and fascinating—significance,
and also satire. For it is in the world of the trolds
that Peer loses his soul; here he comes to the great
decision, which most mortals take less spectacularly,
to sacrifice his better self to worldly advantage.
Hereafter Peer lives in conscious egotism and selfish-
ness, as he had hitherto lived instinctively in them ; he
has learned to evade realities; to " go round", not
to " go through ". But more subtle and far-reaching
implications begin to emerge: the disintegrating
effect of a shirking, pleasure-loving, will-less tempera-
ment on human personality. And the idea assumes
ever greater proportions as the drama progresses.
Ibsen gives us here, as it were, the psychological key
to those adventures which he had depicted with such
delightful, naive freshness in the earlier part of his
drama. Peer has no trace in his composition of the
" all or nothing " spirit. Duty and responsibility do
not exist for him. Of the sacrifice of self for ends
outside self, whereby Brand had risen to tragic
greatness, he will hear nothing; he will live for him-
self and for his own personal ends alone. From all
that is disagreeable in life he shrinks, choosing always
the easy compromise, the primrose way. He will be
himself, and himself alone. The theme of Peer Gynt
is egoistic self-sufficiency; and this, Ibsen insists, is
the deadliest of all enemies of human personality.
Clearly, this Peer Gynt is the very greatest possible
contrast to Pastor Brand.   And, just as in Brand's

